
Proven technical content management for airline maintenance organizations
Flatirons Fleet Edition

Get Peace of Mind with the
Flatirons Fleet Edition
Airlines have invested in Flatirons Technical Content Management Solutions for 
nearly 30 years. The Flatirons Fleet Edition allows airlines to import, revise, and 
deliver the latest maintenance documents to desktops, tablets, and other mobile 
devices. By offering single-system access to the information needed to service 
multi-manufacturer aircraft, engines, and components, Flatirons Fleet is the ideal 
cloud-based, cost-effective offering for airline maintenance organizations.  

Standard with your Flatirons Fleet Edition subscription, you get access to our 
interactive technical publications viewer with inline editing through Flatirons 
Pinpoint and Flatirons Pinpoint Mobile. This includes virtualized hardware, 
software, and services necessary to deploy, deliver, maintain, support, and 
update the software.  We do all the hard work while you get all the benefits of a 
cloud-based solution that lowers your IT costs and allows you to scale up or down 
as your needs change. Your airline can be rapidly set up and provided with 
immediate productivity, asset utilization, and compliance benefits. And, unlike 
many software investments, the Return on Investment (ROI) for Flatirons Fleet is 
immediate.

With the Flatirons Fleet Edition, we host, manage, and deliver all of your airline 
technical content, so you can focus on what you do best. Flatirons delivers a 
mission-critical solution with first-class performance, security, and fault tolerance 
for your peace of mind and budget predictability.

Get access to the 
proven intelligent 

aerospace technical 
content management 
system, trusted by the 

world’s top airlines and 
manufacturers
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Get Instant Access to Technical Content with the Most 
Innovative Mobile Maintenance Solution 
For airlines to operate more efficiently than their competitors, they must rely on access, control, and real-time distribution of their 
vital technical information to work more efficiently, enabling them to supply a differentiating service level to customers. Relying on 
multiple OEM systems for maintenance information or waiting for OEM revisions limits your ability to find areas of competitive 
advantage. Using Flatirons Pinpoint authoring functionality, you can manage your authoring and revision management on the 
same platform as your technical publication documentation viewing. Information is readily available at your fingertips.

Something for Everyone: Always Have Access to the 
Information You Need—When & Wherever You Need It

For IT Departments

Deploy a technical information 
management solution that doesn’t 

require a huge capital expenditure or 
tie up an IT budget

For Finance and Procurement

Rapidly reduce costs and increase 
revenue with the industry-leading, 

cost-effective solution from a 
field-tested partner with a 

demonstrated history of success

For Maintenance Technicians

Deliver timely, relevant, customized, 
and accurate information where and 
when it is needed for more effective 

repair and maintenance 
performance

Immediately 
achieve 

improved 
maintenance 
productivity 
Get online and 
offline mobile 
access to the 

multi-manufacturer 
airframe, engine, 
and component 
information in a 
single, modern 

IETP viewer that 
supports various 

devices and 
operating systems

Reduce your 
exposure to 
regulatory 

non-compliance 
risk (FAA, EASA, 

IATA requirements) 

Get access to the 
latest information by 

incorporating 
Service Bulletins 
and Engineering 

projects

Capture your 
hard-earned 
operational 

experience and 
competitive 
advantages

Use direct inline 
editing to 

supplement your 
secure technical 
content with the 

operational 
experience and 

technical 
knowledge you 

have acquired over 
years of 

maintenance 
operations

Attain
demonstrated 
higher aircraft 

utilization
Realize improved 
airplane utilization 

by completing 
repairs quickly and 

accurately with a 
faster return to 

service

Boost on-time 
performance

Get mobile access 
to the latest 
information, 
policies, and 
procedures, 

allowing 
maintenance 
issues to be 

corrected quickly 
and efficiently

Control 
your own 
content

Take charge of 
your data and 

make changes 
when you require 

them; Increase 
efficiencies since 
you are no longer  

inhibited by an 
OEM to enable 

your own 
efficiencies 



Easily 
Visualize and 
Edit Aviation 
Data from Your 
Tablet or 
Mobile Device 
Flatirons Pinpoint and Flatirons 
Pinpoint Mobile are the 
industry-leading interactive 
electronic technical 
publications (IETP) viewers 
optimized to keep aircraft flying. 
Through continuous 
improvement, our software is 
regularly updated with feature 
enhancement requests from 
the best airline maintenance 
technicians. With the Flatirons 
Pinpoint and Pinpoint Mobile 
viewers, you get access to the 
latest approved maintenance, 
engineering, and company 
manual documentation for all 
your fleets, engines, and 
components on virtually any 
device type.

Add value to your organization with straightforward and efficient authoring and 
revision management:

• Allow direct loading of OEM data (Airframe, Engine, Components)
• Customize your data with local edit of maintenance manuals using the 

Pinpoint viewer 
• Easily upload private and secure supplemental data for all manuals that are 

only accessible by your workforce: PDF, Videos, 2D graphics, 3D graphics, 
spreadsheets, and active links to your other publications loaded in Pinpoint

• Enjoy efficient and timely PDF manual loading of:
› CMMs provided by Component Manufacturers or Airframe/Engine 
OEMs

› Service Bulletins issued by OEM
› Engineering Orders /Engineering Projects Airlines have issued 
internally

› Airline-developed internal policy manuals and internal forms 
developed by the operator

› Link internal PDFs to Airframe/Engine Manuals with supplemental 
links

› Regular batch loading of PDFs, instead of one by one
• Effortlessly share contents with MRO and/or contracted maintenance 

organizations
• Access multiple revisions of manuals with functionality to control what the 

end user can view
• Provide efficient interactive Pinpoint Mobile viewing for both online and offline 

users
• Get timely Read & Sign-off acknowledgment of revisions, critical 

documentation, and communications

Enhance your productivity:
• Quickly view embedded content–increase efficiency by expanding 

embedded links within a manual and reading the linked content in-line within 
the open manual

• Perform intuitive predictive searches with filter functionality across all 
manuals, graphics, and libraries

• Get efficient manual-specific optimized context searches: e.g., TSM-fault 
codes, FIN, P/N, Wiring Manuals

• Boost productivity with full-screen content display, split-screen, thumbnail 
graphics navigation, and magnification features

• Augment content with public company wide or user-private annotations 
displayed in the viewer

• Navigate to frequently accessed information that users have bookmarked
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For more information, contact us at 
info@flatironssolutions.com. Raise Your Game 

The Flatirons Fleet Edition provides game-changing 
capabilities to airlines at a fraction of the adoption cost of 
more traditional premise-based software solutions. For 
airlines looking for ways to separate themselves from the 
competition and find critical areas in which proprietary 
best practices can increase efficiency, the Flatirons Fleet 
Edition is the ideal solution. Flatirons provide your 
maintenance and engineering teams with a solution that 
will maximize the impact of your maintenance technicians 
and help your company achieve superior operational 
performance.

     I love the local 
editing capability 
right inside the 
Pinpoint viewer.  I 
can easily modify 
SGML/XML versions 
of key manuals like 
AMM, EMM, 
AIPC/EIPC, and 
CMM without  the 
need for a separate 
authoring tool.


